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Intramural activities this fall included flag football, outdoor soccer, and volleyball. The teams gave their all and everyone had fun. Chilly fall weather made the final month of season a little bit harder for those playing outside. This fall’s winners for men’s soccer was SAE. The coed soccer team Hui-O-Hawii, won as well. Winners in the coed volleyball in the A league was Go Fo’ Broke, and team Karona in the B league.

“It was a great way to exercise and have fun at the same time.”

-Alexis Orsini

Flash back to the year 1979. An enthusiastic student gets ready for a round of intramural volleyball.
Events

Students gather in the SUB lounge early on a crisp October morning for a stress management seminar. Featured guests speak to them about the healing benefits of therapeutic massage and meditation. Roy Wilson spoke about the Indian medicine wheel and spirit dancing and the calming effects the have on the soul. Several weeks later students had the opportunity to walk the labyrinth. The labyrinth is a centuries old meditative ritual wherein participants walk slowly along a maze painted on a huge sheet of canvas. Attendees felt lulled by the soft music and glowing candles, and the floor of Warner gym magically came to represent the passage through their lives. Why are these activities so popular? Students at U.P.S. work hard and feel the need to unwind. Special activities such as these and others offer us the chance to stop the studying and take a breath. A night watching the stunning Chinese acrobats offers students the excuse to dress up and make a night of it. The Repertory Dance Group entertains a full house to overwhelming applause. Dinner becomes a celebration of friendship and time well spent at the African American Gala. These are the things we stop for, the things that will be remembered, the things that are truly special.
In their Fall 1998 show, the Chinese acrobats do a plate balancing act.

Students Lataunya Robinson and Mele Moore smile for the camera at the African American Gala.

The girls of the UPS Repertory Dance Group show their moves!
From the year 1990, three girls eagerly cheer on their favorite football team.
WHAT IS YOUR OPINION?

"People like to show their butts alot." -T. Hayes

"I like coming in at 2:00 in the morning and no one cares." -K. Fujii

"A/L never sleeps! But it is fun!" -A. McAfee

"What is the green stuff in the showers?" -D. Lee

"Two showers, one floor, thirty-eight girls, NO GOOD!" -K. DeWitt

"Where else could you slip n' slide and have 4:20 a.m. fire drills?" -S. Hollingsworth

"I get along with my roommate only because I have trained him to point his rear cannon out the window when he gets the urge." -Anonymous
Sometimes we wonder if all college students live like this?

Top Left: One R.A.'s messy room; a clear example of how NOT to keep your room. Top right: The back view of Todd/Phibbs hall. Middle right: Alexis Orsini, Katie Massirio, Megan Sasanett, and Kate Loes make a party out of brushing their teeth. Bottom left: One student's work space. Bottom right: A student earnestly studies on the floor of his dorm room.
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"Long ago there came to Beta Theta Pi a fraternity spirit that was, and is, and apparently will continue to be, unique... And we can not doubt that in this, as in other aspects, our future will copy fair our past, and that in the world fifty years from now, as in that of years ago — as in that that lies around us today — the first mark of a Beta will be his Beta spirit."

----- Willis O. Robb
Third President of Beta Theta Pi
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PLEASE DO NOT LOITER, LINGER, LOAF, LALLYGAG, LITTER, TARRY, DILLYDALLY, IDLE, LOUNGE, SLEEP, PASS-OUT, BEG, USE ABUSIVE LANGUAGE OR CREATE A MESS.

LIVE LOVE
...and this is how the year ended